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Sospirando – [to be Performed] in a Sighing Manner considers readiness, striving, and fulfilment. It is an idiosyncratic re-appropriation of productivity.

I position preparation at the centre of my performance practice, teasing the neoliberal ideal of striving, and sensitising the construction of normality. I work with

gesture, performance, sound, and moving image, to channel my research into an affective and embodied process.

Recognising familiar gestures as glimpses of unfiltered embodiment, habitual action becomes profound. I propose breath as an anchor and means of rebellion. Re-

appropriating bodily metaphors such as the economic pulse, and performative conventions such as common time (4/4), Sospirando diverges from institutional
rhythms, leaning into the internal metre of breath. Prioritising embodiment - I trust the body as my authority. The plurality of human-ness underpins each performance

and is magnified by the contingent context of performance in a pandemic.

Sospirando is a modular performance unfolding through acts of preparation, attempts at attunement, and interactions with interpersonal dissatisfaction. The work

fosters an anticipatory energy in both viewer and performer that elevates minute gesture to spectacle.



Employing gesture, sound, and moving image, I position preparation at the centre of my performance practice to unsettle the pertinence of

striving in the social concept of normality. I particularly consider the effect of neoliberalism, looking at how social reproduction produces and
maintains a tiered system of dissatisfaction. This dissatisfaction instigates a pattern in which striving becomes the social ideal, with productivity

prioritised over self. I reconfigure preparative and subconscious acts as instances of self-prioritisation. I consider the social continuum of not
being ready yet.

Re-inserting human-ness into these complex processes, I have formed an embodied and affective performance practice – critiquing the
neoliberal propagation of ‘normal’, and the collective striving for an elusory perfect – I embrace the imperfection of being human. Through a

concerted focus on bodily dimensions of experience, my work leaves space to observe the tensions of human-ness, exposing through the
absence of emotive direction, intrinsic elements of human idiosyncrasy (corporeality, emotional contingency, and free will). Leaning into the

bare necessity of breath as the primary instruction, the tension between subconscious embodied experience and the performativity of

upholding desires of self-representation considers what is innately human and what is acculturation.

My performance methodology, employs participation, candour and improvisation. Drawing a circle from my research, my performances
becomes deeply intwined with my uncertainty about the identification of fulfilment in a society that, on the face of it, values sameness. Re-

appropriating bodily metaphors such as the economic pulse, the minute, automatic gesture of breathing forms the anchor of my research.

As the use of breath for bodily awareness is comparable to widely practiced movement methodologies, such as Pilates or Yoga, it is important

to note that I am not concerned with the optimisation of breath. My engagement with breath instead is an embodiment of authority, a self-
prioritisation, disregarding conventions of performative direction in favour of the internal metre of breathing. Breath, in my work, is a tool of

disruption, diverging from institutional organisation, valuing human-ness.

I use a number of research methods, engaging with interdisciplinary sources, covering a scope of sociology, economics, psychology/trauma

theory, affect, and performance studies. Recently I have also undertaken an IPA approach, interviewing and facilitating score-based
workshops to gather immediate perspectives.

My practice imagines an introspective rebellion. I trust the bodily dimensions of experience as my guide.



THE METRIC IS BREATH – TEMPO DI RESPIRO, 2021

A duet by breath performed via Zoom during the 2nd Scottish Lockdown, 2021.

https://vimeo.com/557649486

https://vimeo.com/557649486


THE METRIC IS BREATH – TEMPO DI RESPIRO, 2021

Film still



THE METRIC IS BREATH – TEMPO DI RESPIRO, 2021

Film still



LUFTPAUSE, 2021

Triptych of remote portraits.



NOTATIONS OF FUTURE-FIXATION, 2021

Horn part from music composition for full orchestra.
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NOTATIONS OF FUTURE-FIXATION, 2021

Installation of a (currently) disembodied, imagined performance.
https://vimeo.com/556570959

https://vimeo.com/556570959


NOTATIONS OF FUTURE-FIXATION, 2021

Film still



PASSAGES OF STILL MOVEMENT AND SILENT MUSIC, 2021

Digital performance score.



BORROWING FROM THE THEATRE, 2021

Performative score, spoken and textual.
https://vimeo.com/553361415

https://vimeo.com/553361415


PRELUDE TO RESPONSIBILITY, 202O

PRELUDE TO RESPONSIBILITY, 2020

Filmed dyadic performance.

https://vimeo.com/553267004

https://vimeo.com/553267004


SCORES, 2021



SCORES, 2020



GEORGIA GARDNER

INSTALLATION PROPOSAL, 2021

Following are two proposals for the film and sound works that comprise Sospirando – [to be Performed] in a Sighing

Manner.

- My proposals both prioritise performativity and expansion. I would like to give the work and viewer breathing space.

- Based on observations from previous exhibitions, I have found that viewers often mirror the performers’

movements. While limited light caters to this through providing privacy, expansive floor space is an invitation.
Proposing the use of studio or performance space, I set a baseline of performativity, teasing the idea that

choreography could be contagious, like laughter.

- Two large screens will be positioned adjacent to two hanging scores, creating balance in the space.

- The first screen displays a flautist performing the theatrical orchestral breath, repeatedly tuning her instrument, the

second screen displays the same performance by a Violinist. Together these screens comprise a performance that

occurred over Zoom in the second Scottish lockdown, 2021.

- The sound of this ritual of preparatory tuning will play from the speakers installed above the screens, arousing an
anticipatory energy throughout the space.

- On the adjacent wall scroll-like music and gestural scores hang, tracing the height of the doors, instructing
audience members to notice their breath and release muscle tension, conversing with the performative

professionalism of the instrumentalists adjacent, seated with perfect posture, and encouraging the embodiment
that I propose is a rebellious gesture.

- From this side of the room Notations of Future-Fixation (a musical composition) plays. Wavering around a melody,
with many staves occupied by rests, the repetition and anticipation of resolution conjures images of orchestral

order, and the interpersonal and social significance of silence.



PROPOSAL ONE

North View

The vast empty space, and naturally reflective flooring of West Court  would 
extend the performativity of the work into the exhibition,  situating the viewer in a 

space with the feel of a formal, social dance venue.  The floor bouncing light will 

create an expansion of the movement through space, just as empty space will 
emphasise the ebbs and flows and graduating sonic intensity of the sounds.

If I had the opportunity, I think this would be an impactful installation of the 
work.

Animated proposal (1min)

https://vimeo.com/554681012

https://youtu.be/miFG_pJyfFY
https://vimeo.com/554681012


South View

PROPOSAL ONE

https://soundcloud.com/georgia-
gardner-362532682/notations-of-

future-fixation

WEST COURT

https://soundcloud.com/georgia-gardner-362532682/notations-of-future-fixation


PROPOSAL TWO

- I will install one free-standing wall in front of the

windows, and a second free-standing wall on a
diagonal facing the corner of the other two walls.

- This is logical allowing for a flat projection space,
concealing the outlet strips, aswell as hiding the

speakers. This will provide distance between the
three audio tracks.

- Upon entrance the viewer will see movement on
both sides of them, they then have the choice to

watch just one, alienate the ‘control’ film, or view
with all in range of sight.

- Sculpture Court Balcony door will remain closed to
avoid light leak.

https://vimeo.com/554685650

https://vimeo.com/554685650


Selected Exhibitions

2021- upcoming SCF/ECA, Shanghai Arts District, Shanghai, China.

2021- You Are Here (Physical Exhibition), Scottish National Portrait Gallery, Edinburgh, Scotland.

2020- Stories, Portraits, Visions, National Galleries of Scotland, Edinburgh, Scotland.

2020- Field Test, Silvermine Mountains, remote film screening organised by Aideen Barry, Munster, Republic of Ireland.

2020- MAFAF*CKERS, Edinburgh College of Art, Edinburgh, Scotland.

2019- Third Base, Edinburgh College of Art, Edinburgh, Scotland.

2018- Gone Fishing, DOK Artists’ Space, Edinburgh, Scotland.

2017- Synergy, The Old Hairdressers, Glasgow, Scotland.

2017- A Shed Full of Artists, DOK Artist Space, Edinburgh, Scotland.

Education

Edinburgh College of Art, Master’s of Fine Art 

(MAFA), 2016-2021

georgia.gardner@blueyonder.co.uk

Features and Awards

2021- Edinburgh Futures Institute Student Research Award.

2021- Lucy Writers’ Platform – Dance – Alone – Together (reflective video essay).

2021- Edinburgh College of Art student social media takeover. 

2020- Sharing Research Series, artist talk and workshop facilitation for 2nd year Edinburgh College of Art students, 

Edinburgh, Scotland.

2019- Women’s Strike Assembly: National Spring Gathering, Partisan Collective, Manchester, England.

Relevant Professional Experience 

2021 - EFI funded workshop facilitation.

2020 - Internship at Bothy Project.

2019 - Gallery Attendant at Inverleith House.

2019 - Events Assistant at Edinburgh College of Art.

2018- Conservation Internship at The National Library of Scotland.

2018- Gallery Attendant at Talbot Rice Gallery.

https://georgiagardner.com/

I am a Scottish artist and researcher working in a

socially engaged manner, prioritising embodiment,

to encourage an affective approach to research-

based practice. My practice spans music,
performance, workshop facilitation, and moving

image and my research interests include

contemporary intersectional feminist art, embodied

practices, and selfhood in contemporary politics.

CV - Georgia Gardner 
(she/her)
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